
Changes to “the Snake” 

Dear Parents, 

      We have heard quite a few positive comments about the use of “the snake” 

for morning drop-off that we started last Friday to better handle traffic while the 

intersection of Hemlock and 32nd street was under repair. Because it has been so 

well received, both by NCS families, and our neighbors whose driveways are no 

longer blocked, we have decided to make the “morning snake” a permanent 

change! 

     On the other hand, we have also received concerns about the afternoon 

“snake” overflowing into 33rd Street, with several cars having to idle in the street 

waiting for the snake to move forward enough for them to pull into the parking 

lot. At our first Board meeting, one of the members suggested a new pattern that 

might solve the problem, and after surveying the available space in the lot, we 

want to give it a try. Change always causes confusion and sometimes frustration, 

but with a heaping dose of patience, we may be able to re-train the snake to 

accommodate more cars.  Our goal will be to funnel cars into three straight lines 

of 5-6 cars each, in the open area between our neighbor’s back fence and the row 

of cement parking blocks that runs down the middle of the lot. Please refer to the 

attached diagram. You can help by 1) staying alert in the line, closing gaps 

between you and the car ahead and 2) turning right at the corner stop sign after 

picking up your student(s).  

     Beginning next Monday, we will have staff and parking cones stationed in the 

lot to help guide cars into these three lines until everyone gets comfortable with 

the new pattern. For the first few days this repositioning of cars may slow down 

the efficiency of the snake, but once the new pattern is established, we think it 

will actually shorten the process. 

 

Respectfully, 

The NCS Administration Team  


